
‘Everyone Can Achieve the Extraordinary’ 

 
 

 

Down at the Bottom of the Garden 

 

 
Joe, Beth and Frannie introduce their friend, Connie, to their magical friends in the Enchanted Forest. 

Connie isn’t a believer in all things magic but she soon gets quite the shock when she meets the folk of 

the far away tree and the children discover many new lands together. The children get up to many 

adventures and visit some strange and intriguing lands. 

In this theme we will be learning all about what we can find in nature and the world around us.  

Key Vocabulary 

Formal garden A garden with a clear structure based on shapes. They are quite often symmetrical. 

Domestic 
garden 

A garden that is attached to a house or a property where people live. 

Friendship 
boundaries 

An imaginary line which marks the difference between what is acceptable or unacceptable 
behaviour. 

Economics Knowledge concerned with wealth and money. 

Sculptor An artist who makes sculptures. 

Weather pattern Patterns of weather that occur on a daily basis. 

Clay A stiff, sticky natural material that can be used to make sculptures. 

Domestic Things relating to your home and family. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The equator is the invisible line around the middle of the Earth. 

The North Pole is at the top of the world in the Arctic and the South Pole is at the bottom of the world in 
the Antarctic. 

 
There are different climates around the world which means different types of weather and temperature. Certain 

plants will only grow in a warmer climate but others will only grow in a colder climate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harlow Carr is a botanical 

garden in Harrogate, England. 
Bees play a big part in our 
world but their population is 

declining. 
 

Georgia O’Keeffe was an American artist who 

was well known for her art with enlarged 

flowers. She mostly used pastel, charcoal, 

watercolour and oil for her pieces. 

 

Kirstenbosch is a national 

botanical garden in Cape Town, 

South Africa. 


